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Lucc LAEVEN 

ESSAYSS ON FINANCIAL INTERMEDIATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Thiss dissertation contains five essays on financial intermediation in developing coun-
tries.. These different essays highlight the fact that the effectiveness and efficiency of 
financialfinancial intermediation in developing countries often suffers from wrong incentives 
thatt arise from poor corporate governance structures and weak legal systems. These 
distinctt features can lead to poor lending policies such as insider lending. The first 
essayy describes the practice of insider lending in the case of Russia, explains its causes, 
andd shows how it can be limited. A second set of essays looks at the financing prob-
lemss faced by the corporate sector when financial intermediation is ineffective and 
alternativee sources of financing are lacking. A key result that emerges from these essays 
iss that financing constraints differ across firms, and that liberalisation of the financial 
sectorss has in general a positive impact on the financing constraints of firms, especially 
forr small and medium-sized companies, because it reduces distortions in the alloca-
tiontion of capital. Financial liberalisation is, however, only effective if countries introduce 
bothh measures to reduce distortions in the financial system and prudential regula-
tions.. Without a proper enforcement of prudent laws, a liberalised financial system 
cann pose systemic risks to a country's economy, its depositors and taxpayers. It is, 
therefore,, essential to assess the different risk-taking behaviours of financial institu-
tions.. The final essay proposes a methodology to measure bank risk-taking. This 
methodologyy could become part of an early warning system, that could be used to 
signall  future vulnerabilities of a country's financial sector. 
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